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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: ILB Eric Kendricks, UCLA 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

  

It’s debatable that Eric Kendricks is the best ILB prospect in this draft, but he’s definitely in a two-man 

argument for the top spot to me—between him and Kansas ILB Ben Heeney. 

Look, before we argue that, Kendricks is a fine NFL Draft prospect. Probably, one of the 32 best players 

available, maybe one of the 25 best available. I just don’t think he’s better than Heeney (which is 

scouting heresy). Before I explain why I like him a notch below Heeney, let me explain why Kendricks is 

so good… 

He is an ILB prospect almost without flaw. He has above-average speed and OK/good agility. He’s a 

touch undersized, but has room to grow (should add 10-pounds of muscle), and will do so no doubt. On 

tape, you can see he is gifted and dedicated to his craft. No ILB prospect in this class is as accomplished 

as Kendricks. He’s not going to bust on you, and he is a starter-talent for the NFL. 

Kendricks’ numbers speak for themselves (we’ll discuss next section). He has solid instincts, and plays 

the run and pass well with a nice nose for rushing the backfield. Kendricks was an outstanding leader at 

UCLA from the day he arrived, and was a captain and honor roll student in the end. Really, there is 

nothing ‘bad’ here from a scouting perspective. 

The only knock I see is that he is not as good an NFL prospect as Ben Heeney. 

Kendricks and Heeney are almost identical in height and weight. They run about the same 40-time, and 

benched the same reps at the Combine…they are almost twins—with a glaring exception. Kendricks 

tested average in agility times, and Heeney measured as gifted, very gifted. 

The agility difference shows on tape as Heeney has almost a sixth-sense finding his way through 

congestion and snuffing out plays, seemingly before they even develop. I watch tape of Kendricks, and 

it’s a lot of him guessing the play pre-snap—chasing into a run lane, or as part of a stunt, etc. Kendricks 

needs a little head start on plays, and you hope he guesses right. Sometimes he’s wrong, and a play 

blows by him. He could do that on UCLA because they had a quasi-All-Star team on defense. His NFL 

team may not find it as exciting. 

Heeney was not afforded the same teammate luxury as Kendricks. Heeney was a one-man band of sorts. 

He planted in the middle of the field, and would be the brunt of opposing blockers and had to snuff out 

plays in a quick reaction…not pre-guessing, and also knowing his other teammates could pick up slack. 

This fact that Kendricks is not on that same level does not make Kendricks ‘bad’, I just point out the 
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subtle nuisance because I think Kendricks is great, but got a boost from his teammates and the team 

defensive plan. 

I’d take Kendricks over all other ILB prospects I’ve studied so far (about 20+ of the top ones)…except 

over Heeney. 

  

Eric Kendricks, Through the Lens of Our ILB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Where a Kendricks as the top ILB case could be made is based on his stellar college performance. 

Heeney was statistically spectacular at Kansas…however, Kendricks was otherworldly for UCLA for most 

all his four-years. In 29 of his last 31 games, Kendricks made eight or more tackles in the contest. That is 

surreal performance and consistency from the ILB position. By comparison, highly-rated ILB prospect 

Benardrick McKinney posted eight or more tackles in a game just seven times the past two seasons. 

Denzel Perryman did so in 50% of his last two season’s worth of games (13-times in 26 games) 

Kendricks is the NCAA’s all-time leader in solo tackles with 308…third all-time in total tackles in the 

NCAA. When it comes to amassing tackles, there has been none better than Kendricks. However, when I 

watch the tape—Heeney is a better pure tackler/ILB instinct. 

Physically, Kendricks is not super-special. He’s really good…just not over-the-top gifted, athletically. Nice 

speed, OK agility, and needs weight training to add 10+ pounds of muscle. He’s a solid ‘B+’ physically as 

an ILB prospect. I harp on this physical limitation thing, not to say Kendricks is an issue…it is so 

expectations are proper: He’s really, really good. He’s not ‘elite’ or beyond ‘special’. 

 

 

The Historical ILB Prospects to Whom Eric Kendricks Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

The James Farrior comparison makes a lot of sense. A nice, long career of consistently high results are 

ahead for Kendricks. 
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ILB 
Score 

Last First Yr 
 

College Dr 
Pk 

Dr 
Tm 

H H W Tackle, 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

9.76 Kendricks Eric 2015 UCLA ? ? 6 0.2 232 10.55 7.43 

9.91 Farrior James 1997 Virginia 8 NYJ 6 1.0 245 8.91 8.94 

13.17 Mayo Jerod 2008 Tennessee 10 NE 6 1.2 242 11.50 10.51 

9.00 Ryans Demeco 2006 Alabama 33 HOU 6 1.2 236 8.75 6.86 

11.31 McRath Gerald 2009 So Miss 130 TEN 6 1.7 231 9.84 12.79 

15.23 Willis Patrick 2007 Ole Miss 11 SF 6 1.1 242 12.16 11.41 

9.76 Kendricks Eric 2015 UCLA ? ? 6 0.2 232 10.55 7.43 

9.88 Connor Dan 2008 Penn State 74 CAR 6 2.3 231 7.97 7.60 

 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An attempt 

to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as to gauge how physical the player is, and the 

likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more 

ground. 

 

 

2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Kendricks is usually projected to go somewhere between picks #25-40 overall, the difference being 

where people compare him to Mississippi State ILB prospect Benardrick McKinney or Miami, 

Florida’s Denzel Perryman. Again, we think he’s clearly ahead of these guys...just not ranked ahead 

of Ben Heeney. 
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If I were an NFL GM, I’d love to Kendricks, but I know it will take a 1st-round pick to do it most likely. If I 

only needed one ILB, I’d wait on Heeney. If I wanted to build a future linebacker duo/machine…I’d 

consider taking Kendricks around #30+, and then teaming him with Heeney later. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Kendricks will be drafted to play right away. He should, and maybe as a 4-3 OLB to start, but eventually 

he’ll be a 4-3 middle linebacker or 3-4 ILB if he wants/bulks up to it. He’s going to be a really ‘good’, 

possibly great, NFL player—consistent for years to come. 
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